


EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Organizations are leveraging the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Cloud to decrease its IT

operational overhead and focus more intently on its core business. The use of techniques

such as continuous integration, continuous delivery, infrastructure as code and self-service

automation are allowing organizations to accelerate growth and do more with less.

It's very common for workloads running in an on-premise data center to incur higher costs

as a result of developer inefficiencies and centralization of operations.  Infrastructure was

typically provisioned and software was deployed by central operation teams through a

largely manual process.  This led to high risk and large delays due to divergent priorities

and the backlog of work for the centralized operations teams.  Additionally, any errors that

were introduced would consume even more time from the development and operation

teams.

The AWS platform gives organizations the opportunity to drive down these costs by

increasing developer efficiency and decreasing the fixed cost associated with releasing

software. Creating self-service automation on AWS empowers product teams to own their

application delivery and produce more value with less effort.  Achieving these outcomes

requires the creation of a modern platform engineering team to create the self-service

capabilities.

It is extremely important to note that a

modern platform engineering team is not

a rebranding of the centralized operations

team in which a developer hands off an

application to be run.

Instead, a modern platform engineering

team is a product team that exposes

infrastructure resources as services to

developers so that the developers can run

their applications.
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APPROACH

A successful approach to doing more with less on the AWS cloud includes the following

activities:

● Establish Platform Team — form a product team(s) consisting of all the necessary

resources to build self-service automation.

● Partner with Product Team — identify and partner with an initial product team to

represent the development community.

● Create Platform Backlog — work with the initial product team to define and

prioritize the set of requirements necessary for a minimum viable platform.

● Build MVP — develop the minimum set of services necessary to onboard the initial

product team onto the platform.

● Engage Product Teams — embed resources in other product teams to onboard

them on to the platform, continuously improving the platform based on feedback

The goal of the platform team is to provide product teams all the necessary services to run

their applications.  These services are offered in a manner that allows product teams to

operate with autonomy while ensuring compliance with all security policies.
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Establish Platform Team

The first step is to assemble a platform

team.  The team will be tasked with

building and running the services that

other teams will use to run their

applications.  This requires a diverse set of

skills in areas such as networking,

security, software development and

product management.  Ideally, the team

members would be t-shaped, each having

at least one skill that they have depth of

knowledge and experience in while also

having breadth of knowledge across all

skills.  Here are a list of skills that must be present in the platform team:

Platform Team Skills

Skill What does it look like? Where do you find it?

Software
Development

Experience with software
development toolchains such as:

● Java, Maven/Gradle,
Tomcat

● Python, Flask
● JavaScript, Node.js,

Express
● C#, .NET Framework

Ideally, experience building

applications on at least one of
these toolchains, but at a
minimum must have experience
running applications within
these toolchains.

Employees from the application
development side of your
organization with an interest in
understanding the details of
running their applications along
with a passion for automation.
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Scripting Ability to automate common
tasks with tools such as Bash,
Powershell, Ruby, JavaScript or
Python.  Additional experience
with more complex tools such as
Ansible or Terraform provide the
ability to reuse existing modules
to develop more automation
with less effort.

Employees from the operations
side of your organization who
have invested energy into
lowering the effort and error rates
by building automation into the
deployment process.

Virtualization Experience running virtual
machines on hypervisors in
on-premise or cloud
environments.  Strong
understanding of how to
configure compute, network and
storage resources to be
efficiently shared by multiple
workloads.  Specific experience
with hypervisors such as ESX,
KVM, Hyper V is extremely
valuable.

Organizations typically have
engineers with experience in
managing VMware environments
who are prime candidates for
contributing to the platform team.

Networking Members of the platform team
must have a basic understanding
of concepts such as IP subnets,
CIDR, and TCP/IP.  Additionally
experience with load balancers
such as AWS ELBs or F5 BigIP is
required to support horizontal
scalability. Experience with
iptables, firewalls and VPNs is
also extremely valuable to the
team.

Engineers who manage the
compute and network resources
of the existing systems will
definitely be qualified for this role.
Additionally, expect senior
developers to have enough
experience with networking to be
able to fill this need within the
team.

Operating
Systems

The team will be required to
configure linux and/or windows
operating systems for
applications.  Experience with
systemd, yum/apt for linux will
be necessary for building the
platform.

This skill is generally found with
the same resources who are
experts with virtualization and
scripting on the operations teams.
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Security A huge responsibility of the
platform team is to offer services
that are compliant with security
policies.  Therefore experience
with securing networks and
operating systems is crucial.
Specific experiences should
include network isolation and
controls, encryption in transit via
TLS, certificate management,
encryption at rest, IDS/IPS, WAF
and CIS benchmarks.

The experts with these skills will
likely be in an infosec.  Often
these teams are understaffed so
expect to not have access to a fully
allocated resource.  Instead, work
with the security team to
understand their requirements
and encourage them to
participate so that their policies
can become codified in the
platform.

Cloud Experience with cloud providers
is required by all members of the
team.  AWS associate level
certifications in SysOps and
Solutions Architecture ought to
be required with a preference
for professional level DevOps
certification.

If efforts have already been made
to move workloads into AWS,
then the resources that supported
that effort will be needed to
provide these skills to the product
team.  However, if no experience
exists, then sending all potential
team members out for training
and certification will be sufficient.

Empathy All platform team members must
have empathy for the needs of
the platform users.  They must
possess the following abilities:
● communicate with

emotional intelligence
● prioritize the sharing of

knowledge
● able to listen and receive

critical feedback
● care about offering their

users the best possible
experience

This will require careful
evaluation of all team member
candidates.  Team members that
lack these skills will become a
liability to the platform by
ultimately decreasing it’s
adoption and effectiveness with
product teams.
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Outside Expertise

The ultimate objective is to have a platform team that is self-sufficient and staffed by

full-time employees of your organization. Initially, the skills and experience of internal

employees may not be at the level required to lead this type of effort. The use of

experienced consultants to help guide the forming and maturation of the platform team

can greatly improve the initiatives chances for success but care must be taken with how

much of the team is staffed by consultants.  In order for the team to realize its objective of

becoming self-sufficient, there must be full-time employees on the team as well to begin

the knowledge transfer process as early as possible.

Mission Statement

Once the team members have been identified, the team must align on a mission statement

for the platform team.  The statement should align to the goals set forth by the executive

sponsors of the effort and become a measuring stick against which work can be prioritized.

For example:

We empower developers to safely build and run
the applications that their users desire.

This mission statement covers a few very important points:

● Empower — The platform team acknowledges its role in serving the needs of the

developers and giving them what they need for success.

● Safely — The platform must make it easy to the right thing and hard to do the

wrong thing.

● Build & Run — The platform puts both in the hands of the developers, giving them

the tools they need to do these efficiently.
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Team Ceremonies

Upon forming, the team should establish regular ceremonies with details to be agreed

upon by the team.  Some specific ceremonies to consider include:

● Standup — A daily standup is one of the most important ceremonies of the team to

ensure alignment across the members of the platform team.  The standup should

not be seen as a place where team members are reporting their status UP but

rather reporting status OUT to all their fellow team members.

● Retrospective — The team should seek to continuously improve by putting aside

time to regularly review the way the team has worked in the past, identify

opportunities to improve and plan action items for addressing these opportunities.

● Demo — As progress is made on the platform, new functionality should be demoed

to stakeholders early to get feedback and make adjustments as needed.

● Planning — The team should come together regularly (ideally weekly) to review the

work that the team has in progress and ensure that team members are working on

the right thing.

Additionally a product owner must exist for the team who is able to define backlog items

and provide guidance to the team on prioritization of work. In some cases the product

owner can also be a member of the team so long as they allocate adequate time to

managing the backlog of work for the team.

Partner with Product Team

Once the platform team has been formed they must define the work that is required to

build the platform. Beware of couple common mistakes that newly formed platform teams

tend to make:

● Closed Innovation — Using the platform team members’ past experiences

exclusively to define requirements of the new platform, for example requiring

antivirus software to run inside containers.

● Waterfall Delivery — Planning to build out the entire platform before onboarding

applications to the platform.
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The best way to avoid these mistakes is to

start by identifying a product team to

partner with in defining the initial set of

requirements for the platform. This will

bring innovation from outside the

platform team and will also ensure that

only the minimum set of capabilities are

added to the platform before onboarding

this first product team.

Identifying Product Teams

The product team that the platform team choses to partner with can make or break the

success of the entire initiative.  If the initial product team is unable to successfully onboard

then the reputation of the platform will be impacting and future product teams will be

skeptical of attempting to adopt the platform. The platform needs a win to build

momentum. Therefore, much care must be taken in identifying the product team to

partner with.

When IT organizations are asked, “what team would be a good candidate to partner with

on the creation of this new platform” it is common for the same one or two teams to come

up as first responses.  This is a great first clue to follow.  The ideal team will have a

reputation within the organization as being innovative, progressive and mature. This is

not enough though to qualify as being the ideal product team to partner with.  You must

also assess the characteristics of both the people on the team and the applications that the

team owns.
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People Characteristics

The ideal product team to partner with will have members who already have a positive

reputation. This first product team will be seen as an extension of the platform team and

must be willing to share in having a sense of ownership of the initial platform that is

developed. Specifically, the following characteristics are important for members of the

initial product team to be known for:

● Continuous Improvement — Always learning, always seeking new ways of working.

● Sharing — Generously shares knowledge and experiences with peers.

● Cooperation — Willing to share risks and avoids blame.

Application Characteristics

In addition to ensuring the people on the ideal product team have the right characteristics,

the applications that the team owns should also be evaluated.  Here are a few

characteristics that the applications should have to increase the likelihood of success:

● Exemplar of application population, current or planned. It makes no sense to target

a legacy application that is being phased out for the initial pilot.  Instead, try to find

an application that is representative of a large number of other applications.  This

will provide value to as many future product teams as possible.

● Overhead is high to deliver the application. Since the goal of building the platform

is to do more with less, the overhead of delivering this application to the new

platform must decrease.  To help provide immediate value to the organization, try

to identify an initial application that has a significant amount of overhead in the

form of delivery lead time and existing platform vendor costs.

● Simple to gain a quick win. Avoid applications with complex or extremely large

datasets that will be difficult to migrate.  Although these applications must be

addressed eventually, it is best to build some momentum with an application that is

ideally stateless or has minimal state.  Additionally, look for applications with

minimal incoming dependencies to avoid causing downstream impacts as a result of

onboarding.
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Product Team Commitment

The final requirement of an ideal product team to partner with is their ability to commit to

supporting the development of the platform.  Ensure the platform team has time available

to commit to the following activities:

● Initial Platform Backlog — This will likely require a 2-3 day commitment to

participate in a well-architected review of their application followed by a joint

design session between the platform and product teams and concluding with an

exercise to break down the design into user stories for the platform team.

● Regular Demos — The platform team will commit to providing regular

demonstrations of their progress on building out the platform.  The partner

product team will need to commit to attending the demos and provide regular

feedback on the work that was completed.  Feedback must be honest but also

constructive as both teams are working towards a common goal.

● Prioritize Onboarding — As the platform team makes progress with various

components of the platform they will require time from the product team to pair on

onboarding.  The product team must be able to make time to contribute to these

pairing sessions.

● Share success — Other product teams will be eagerly monitoring the progress.

Therefore, the partner product team must share the successes they have with

other product teams to both build excitement and also begin the process of

transferring their knowledge and experiences to other teams.
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Create Platform Backlog

After a platform team has been formed and a product team has been identified to partner

with, the team must create an initial backlog of work necessary to create the minimum

viable platform.  Creation of the product backlog should be a joint effort between the

platform team and product team with the product owner from the platform team guiding

the exercise.  A great way to start the conversation is to perform a Well-Architected review

of the application. The review will surface many potential backlog items, but be sure to

prioritize based on the needs of delivering the minimal viable platform to the initial

product team.
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Operational Excellence

The platform should offer product teams the ability to run systems and gain insight into

their operations as well as continuously improve.  This is most often realized by performing

operations as code within the context of a continuous delivery pipeline.  The following

questions will help initiate conversations to derive backlog items for the platform:

● How do you monitor the health of your application? Look for ways in which the

state of the application can be derived through logs, metrics and tracing.

Understand what requirements exist from the application and agree on how to

realize these requirements. Often this will require integrating with something like

Splunk or ELK for logs as well as something like DataDog or AppDynamics for

metrics.  If no such system exists, then suggest using AWS CloudWatch Metrics and

CloudWatch Logs for addressing this need.

●
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● How do you reduce defects as well as lead time for production releases of your

application? Identify existing approaches to storing application source code,

building and testing of source code and storage of built artifacts. If existing

mechanisms are in place to offer these capabilities, then define backlog items for

integrating these existing systems into the platform.  However, if these capabilities

do not exist or are insufficient, then consider using AWS CodeCommit for source

control, AWS CodeBuild for build tasks and AWS CodePipeline for delivery

orchestration.

●
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● How is policy compliance enforced through the platform? Understand current

policies as well as how these policies are enforced.  For example, are there policies

on what type of databases are allowed to be used?  Policies around bucket

encryption?  Encryption of data at rest?

Access to the platform ought to be offered to product teams through self-service

mechanisms.  A common mistake however is to offer full access to product teams to

manage their resources.  This approach results in a couple challenges.  First,

product teams are then responsible for learning all the necessary details of the

various AWS resources for proper use.  Secondly, this puts the burden of policy

compliance on each team.  Consider using AWS Service Catalog to define approved

deployment patterns as cohesive products. Not only does this simplify deployment

but also supports the  principle of least privilege.

●
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● How will changes to the platform be rolled out to applications? An important item

to consider with the platform is how changes will be applied to the platform.  It is

unreasonable to assume that breaking changes can be absorbed by all product

teams in a timely manner.  Therefore breaking changes ought to be versioned and

made available to teams to pull in when they are ready.  A side effect of this is a

requirement to build out reporting to identify which teams are currently running

on which versions of the platform.

Fortunately, AWS Service Catalog offers the ability to version products.  Each

product refers to a specific version of infrastructure code.  This allows teams to run

their applications on different versions of the platform and upgrade at their own

pace.  Additionally, AWS Service Catalog maintains state of what versions of the

products have been deployed and offer the ability to report and

upgrade/downgrade as needed.
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Security

The platform must offer product teams with the appropriate security measures for running

their applications.  Systems must be put in place to provide identity and access

management, detective controls as well as infrastructure and data protection.

● How are credentials and authentication managed in the application? Ensure that

credentials are never shared between applications and all services are protected by

an authentication mechanism.  Determine what the policy is for rotating

credentials.  Where possible, avoid passing around credentials and opt for a

mechanism like AWS IAM Instance Profiles to provide applications with dynamic

credentials that automatically rotate.
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● How is human access controlled? Administration of the application will eventually

require authentication and access by humans.  Ensure that this access is kept to an

absolute minimum.  Access to the AWS console should be controlled through a

gateway account that allows IAM role assumption into other accounts.  These roles

should be configured to provide users with least access privileges.  The gateway

account can either offer IAM users or federation to IAM roles from an IdP.  Either

way, ensure that all access provides traceability back to a single user.
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● How do you detect and protect against security events? Logging all activity

within the AWS accounts is critical to detecting security events.  AWS CloudTrail

must be configured to collect events in all member accounts and aggregate into a

central location.  Consider also using tools such as AWS Config to define policy as

rules and visibility into change history for resources.  Amazon GuardDuty also

provides a managed threat detection service to continuously monitor events.

● How do you control access to your networks? Determine what ingress and egress

access is required for the initial application. Only allow access from/to the public

internet on an as-needed basis and through explicit rules.  Use multiple layers of

networks with ELBs and NAT gateways in a subnet that has routes to an internet

gateway and EC2 instances, containers and lambda functions running in subnets

without public IP addresses.
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● How will compute resources be protected? Understand if the application will be

running on EC2 instances, containers or lambda functions.  If EC2 instances then

ensure a hardened AMI is used for provisioning instances.  Access to EC2 instances

should be disabled by default with no SSH keys added to the instance.  Access to

the console should only be made available as-needed.  Consider using AWS SSM

Session Manager to authenticate to instances via IAM policies.  An alternative to

AWS SSM would be a bastion host for SSH access with keys added to instances

through SSM document actions.

● How is data protected at rest? Ensure all EBS volumes, RDS databases and S3

buckets use KMS to encrypt data at rest.  Ideally, new keys would be used for each

application to provide additional authentication and access logging.  The platform

should make it easy to provision these resources with encryption and restrict

creating resources without encryption enabled.

●
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● How is data protected in transit? All data flowing into and out of the application

should remain confidential through TLS encryption.  For applications which are

unable to offer HTTPS endpoints, consider using TLS termination on

ELB/ALB/NLBs with certificates provided by AWS Certificate Manager.  Also

enable transit encryption of your RDS instances.  In both cases, disallow

provisioning of ELBs or RDS instances without encryption enabled.
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Reliability

The platform itself must be architected to mitigate service disruptions and offer the best

service levels possible to the applications on the platform.  Additionally, the platform

should offer affordances to the applications to themselves be reliable and able to handle

disruptions of their dependencies.

● How are constraints managed with the environment? Each AWS account has

default service limits to prevent accidental overprovisioning.  If accounts are

shared by multiple applications then the scaling from one application can saturate

these limits and block other applications from scaling.  Ensure adequate planning is

done for these limit needs and monitoring is put in place.  Consider running

separate applications in their own accounts to protect applications from impacting

each other.

Another constraint to consider is network space. IP subnets provide another

constraint that can impact applications when improperly sized or when shared

between applications.  Run applications in their own subnets where possible to

improve  reliability and security.

● How does the application adapt

to the changes in demand?

Determine if the application is

stateless and capable for scaling

out or scaling in dynamically based

on load.  Where possible, avoid

sticky sessions in ELBs to allow

traffic to be rebalanced during

scaling events.

The platform must provide

application teams with the ability

to define scaling policies to

automatically scale out or scale in

the number of instances based on telemetry data.
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● How will data be backed up and restored? Identify what needs the application has

for durability of data in the RDS databases and EBS volumes.  Identify the RPO and

RTO for each application and architect durability and fault-tolerance to meet these

objectives.  For RDS databases, ensure the platform provisions instances with

automatic database backups enabled.  For EBS volumes requiring backups,

configure scheduled snapshots of volumes.

When databases have RPOs that are smaller than the snapshot period or RTOs

smaller than the time required to restore, use RDS clustering to have a replica

ready to become active in the event the primary instance fails.
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Performance Efficiency

The platform ought to offer applications access to the architecture that is most

appropriate for their application.  For example, applications should be able to use Lambda

functions when possible and containers or EC2 instances when not.

● What OS and middleware is required by the application? Understand what the

environment must look like to support the pilot application. For example, does the

application require an Ubuntu operating system with Tomcat application server or

a Windows operating system with IIS? What other libraries and runtimes must be

available to the application.  Ensure that all dependencies are adequately

documented.  These  dependencies must then be codified into a base image that is

appropriate for the compute solution.  If EC2 instances, then AMIs or if ECS or EKS

then Docker images.

● What compute solution is required by the application? Document the compute

requirements for the application.  Prefer managed solutions where possible.  If the

application can run as a serverless application then opt for AWS Lambda.  If the

application architecture dictates a more traditional deployment then consider

containers with ECS or EKS before opting for EC2 instances.  In all cases, take

advantage of the elasticity available with that architecture to ensure you have

sufficient capacity to sustain performance.
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● What storage solution is required by the application? Discuss storage

requirements of the application.  Where possible opt for object storage in S3 to

offload durability, scalability and throughput to a managed service.  When block

storage is required determine the throughput and IOPS required for the

application and recommend the appropriate volume types from the platform.

Durability is also an important concern with storage requirements.  For

applications that have low durability requirements of block storage but require

high throughput, consider EC2 instance storage over EBS volumes
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● What database solution is required by the application? For applications that

require databases, determine the appropriate database.  Where possible offer

managed services.  For example, rather than running MySQL databases on EC2

instances, use RDS databases.  In order to scale relational databases, use read

replicas to horizontally scale for reads.  For scaling write as well consider RDS

Aurora with  multi-master replication.

For NoSQL databases, consider DynamoDB as a fully managed regional key-value

datastore.  AWS also offers managed Cassandra and MongoDB services.
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Cost Optimization

The platform must provide visibility into cost utilization by application.  Additionally, the

platform ought to provide applications with the ability to deliver value at the lowest price

point.

● How is usage aligned to meet demand? Ideally, the platform should match supply

with demand to only provision the appropriate resources need to meet the current

load.  AWS Auto Scaling should be configured by the platform to offer applications

with an approach to avoiding paying for resources that are unneeded.  AWS Auto

Scaling should be configured to scale-in as load decreases.

●
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● How are pricing models and resource types and sizes selected? Ensure resources

are right sized based on requirements.  Allow auto scaling groups to have a

minimum size, but ensure that minimum size is reasonable based on lowest usage.

Consider purchasing reserved instances to match the min sizes of the autoscaling

groups.  For all scaled instances, use spot instances where possible and on-demand

instances in situations where interruptions are not tolerable.  Finally, ensure that

resource utilization is monitored and made available to product teams.  Product

teams will have to own reviewing their usage and choosing appropriate instance

sizes.

● How are applications architected to minimize data transfer charges? Work with

the product team to review anticipated data usage.  Where possible avoid internet

egress and opt for VPC endpoints, direct connect or VPC peering.  For ELBs that

are used with VPCs, use internal ELBs.  In addition to avoiding Internet egress, you

should also avoid inter-AZ traffic.  For all platforms offered, work with teams to

implement mechanisms to keep traffic within a single AZ when possible.

●
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● How is usage governed and monitored? The platform must apply cost allocation

tags to all resources applied in order to rollup costs by application.  Work with the

initial product team to agree upon how costs will be grouped and reported. The

platform must ensure that resources cannot be created without mandatory tags.

An approach to enforcement is through policies defined in Cloud Custodian.

Configure policies to notify and remediate any resources that lack necessary tags.

Build MVP

Once a backlog has been created and

prioritized to offer a minimal viable

platform to the initial development team,

the platform team will then begin the

process of building all the capabilities

required of the platform.  This process will

likely take somewhere between 30-90

days to complete.

A critical part of this stage is for the platform team to remain close with the development

team, incrementally onboarding the application and getting regular feedback.

Tooling

The platform itself consists of a self-service API that developers can utilize to create CI/CD

pipelines to build and deploy their application.  The API must provide not only  self-service

but must do so in a manner that maintains compliance with the organization’s policies. The

simplest way to accomplish this within AWS is through AWS Service Catalog.

AWS Service Catalog allows organizations to create and manage a catalog of approved

services to run on AWS.  Any resource that can be created in AWS can be exposed through

Service Catalog, for example virtual machine images, servers, software, network and

databases.  The services are able to be centrally managed to enforce consistency and

compliance across your AWS environments.  Service Catalog consists of a few primitives

that are important to understand:
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● Product is a service that should be available for users to use on AWS.  A service can

represent a single AWS resource (e.g. S3 bucket) or a set of many resources (e.g. a

LAMP stack).

● Portfolio is a collection of products, along with configuration defining who can use

the products (e.g. IAM users) and how they can be used (e.g. parameter validation).

● Version the product to allow users to select which version of the product they want

to use and choose when they want to upgrade.

Administration of Service Catalog consists of 4 steps:

1. Author a CloudFormation template which represents the approved usage of a set

of AWS resources.

2. Create product that uses the CloudFormation template

3. Create portfolio for a group of products

4. Grant access to portfolios and add contractions for valid usage.
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End Users then can browse the catalog and launch specific versions of products.
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Continuous Delivery

Creation of the platform must be delivered incrementally to limit risk of large batches and

building the wrong thing.  Therefore, the platform itself must be created while practicing

continuous delivery.  The set of Service Catalog templates should be stored in a git

repository and CodePipeline should be configured to automatically configure the service

catalog products, portfolios and versions.

As changes are made to the platform, these changes are then pushed out to the various

AWS accounts for users to consume and upgrade to at their convenience.  Although not

shown below, the pipeline should have a stage to validate new product versions through an

automated test job before promoting the new versions to other accounts.
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Fast Feedback

The platform team must always remember that they are building a platform to meet the

needs of the developments.  Therefore, they should seek feedback from the product teams

early and often. The following ceremonies are crucial to obtain the feedback needed for

success:

● Backlog Grooming — The product owner for the platform team will require regular

feedback from the product teams as to what their priorities are for the platform.

For example, if the first team doesn’t need a relational database, then no effort

should be made to add RDS databases to the platform portfolio.

● Regular Demos — The platform team will commit to providing regular

demonstrations of their progress on building out the platform.  The partner

product team will need to commit to attending the demos and provide regular

feedback on the work that was completed.  Feedback must be honest but also

constructive as both teams are working towards a common goal.

● Prioritize Onboarding — As the platform team makes progress with various

components of the platform they will require time from the product team to pair on

onboarding.  The product team must be able to make time to contribute to these

pairing sessions.
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Sharing

The goal with the platform is to allow an organization to do more with less. This implies

removing dependencies between development teams and the platform teams as much as

possible through self-service.  Not only does the platform need to allow teams to provision

resources through self-service, they also must be able to learn and troubleshoot problems

through self-service.  There are two primary mechanisms to offer this type of service:

● Documentation - Provide detailed documentation for platform users to be able to

learn how the platform works, how to use the platform to provision the resources

they require and finally how to troubleshoot when things go wrong with the

platform.  The documentation must be versioned, kept up-to-date and available

online.

● Innersource — The source code for the platform must be made available to all users

of the platform.  Not only does this increase their ability to learn and troubleshoot

but it also allows users to propose enhancements through pull requests.  This will

increase ownership of the platform and innovation as well.

Engage Product Teams

Once the minimal viable platform has

been established and the first

development team has been onboarded,

the next steps are to engage the rest of

the teams and begin onboarding their

applications.  There are multiple options

available for onboarding teams:

● Self-Service — provide teams with

all the access and documentation

needed to onboard themselves to

the platform.

● Embedding — rotate platform team members through development teams for

multiple weeks to work alongside the developers to help them onboard their

applications.

● Dojos — immersive experiences for the development team to attend for multiple

weeks in which they begin not only adopting the new platform but also changing

their ways of working.
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Platform Team Priorities

No matter which approach is choses, it requires dividing the platform team efforts across 3

distinct priorities:

● Continuous Improvement - the platform team must continue to allocate resources

to improving the platform based on feedback from the development teams.  This

looks very similar to the type of work done in the Build MVP stage in which

engineering work was done based on the work prioritized in the backlog.

Additionally, these resources should be rotated with those focused on the other

efforts to ensure all team members maintain empathy for platform users.

● Onboarding - some resources on the platform team must begin focusing on

onboarding new development teams to the platform.  Ideally, these resources are

experts on the platform who help build it so they can not only help teach others

about it but they can also enhance the platform based on needs that come up.

● Support - resources from the platform team must be committed to supporting the

platform for those that have been onboarded.  The development team should still

be the first line of support for their own applications, but when issues arise they

need to have a process to request help from the platform team, and the platform

team must have agreed upon response times to these requests.
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Onboarding: Self-Service

The first option for onboarding is to provide teams with all the access and documentation

needed to onboard themselves to the platform.

Pros Cons

Speed — No dedicated resources

required from Platform Team

allows teams to onboard as fast as

they want.

Support — Low quality of support

from Platform Team due to

reactive support model.

Knowledge — Unlikely that

development team improves their

ways of working and rather learn

just enough to make the platform

work.
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Onboarding: Embedding

The second option for onboarding is to embed platform team members on development

teams for multiple weeks to work alongside the developers to help them onboard their

applications. During this type the platform team member serves as a member of the

development team, attending all ceremonies and pairing with the team to onboard their

application.

Pros Cons

Support — Teams get a dedicated

resource to help them with

onboarding.

Speed — The speed of onboarding

is constrained by the number of

platform team members able to

embed.

Knowledge — Unlikely that

development team improves their

ways of working.
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Onboarding: Dojo

The final option for onboarding is through dojos.  These multiple week immersive

experiences offer the development team a place to not only adopt the new platform but

also change their ways of working.  Details on how to run a dojo are available online.

Pros Cons

Support — Teams get a dedicated

resource to help them with

onboarding.

Knowledge — Teams learn how to

improve their ways of working to

include ownership of running their

product.

Speed — The speed of onboarding

is constrained by the number of

dojos and coaches.
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CONCLUSION

The approach described in this document has been proven to successfully build platform

teams to provide product teams all the necessary services to run their applications.

● Establish Platform Team — form a product team(s) consisting of all the necessary

resources to build self-service automation.

● Partner with Product Team — identify and partner with an initial product team to

represent the development community.

● Create Platform Backlog — work with the initial product team to define and

prioritize the set of requirements necessary for a minimum viable platform.

● Build MVP — develop the minimum set of services necessary to onboard the initial

product team onto the platform.

● Engage Product Teams — embed resources in other product teams to onboard

them on to the platform, continuously improving the platform based on feedback

By building a platform on AWS that offers teams capabilities such as continuous

integration, continuous delivery, infrastructure as code and self-service automation,

organizations are able to ultimately do more with less.
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About Liatrio

Liatrio is a catalyst for change. We enable our customers to
deliver value faster and safer by empowering people, teams,
and organizations through modern DevOps practices and
Cloud Technologies.

We do this by bringing deep industry experience, engineering excitement,
and a vested interest in our customersʼ success — which becomes a
foundation for continuous improvement.

We embody and foster a culture of empathy, authenticity, and transparency.
We focus on delivery and always ensure that our talent brings passion and
excitement to our customers.

Our Core Capabilities
Enterprise DevOps
Transformation
Accelerate business results
and scale your organization
with a lean, value-driven
approach to so�ware
delivery and IT operations.

Cloud Native Delivery
Empower your teams to
build scalable apps in
dynamic environments and
make high-impact changes
frequently and predictably
with little toil.

Modern Platform
Engineering
Reliable applications are
built on modern self-service
platforms that reduce
engineering friction.

DevSecOps
Speed of delivery while
always staying safe and
secure in an automated way.
Remove untimely, manual,
last gate siloed approvals
and validations.




